Abstract: Image feature description and matching is widely used in computer vision, such as camera pose estimation. Traditional feature descriptions lack the semantic and spatial information, and give rise to a large number of feature mismatches. In order to improve the accuracy of image feature matching, a feature description and matching method, based on local semantic information fusion and feature spatial consistency, is proposed in this paper. Once object detection is used on images, feature points are then extracted, and image patches with various sizes surrounding these points are clipped. These patches are sent into the Siamese convolution network to get their semantic vectors. Then, semantic fusion description of feature points is obtained by weighted sum of the semantic vectors, and their weights optimized by particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. When matching these feature points using their descriptions, feature spatial consistency is calculated based on the spatial consistency of matched objects, and the orientation and distance constraint of adjacent points within matched objects. With the description and matching method, the feature points are matched accurately and effectively. Our experiment results showed the efficiency of our methods.
Introduction
Image feature description and matching is the basic work of many tasks in image processing, such as image mosaic, camera pose estimation, 3D reconstruction, etc. The focus of this work is the extraction and description of image features. Up to now, researchers have carried out a lot of research on image feature extraction and description, and have produced many classic feature description and extraction methods, such as SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform) [1] , SURF (speeded up robust features) [2] , ORB (oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF) [3] , and FAST (features from accelerated segment test) [4] . These methods obtain image feature points and their descriptors by searching the local extremum in the image, and describe the features using the luminance information of their neighborhood. Feature matching is obtained by way of calculating the distances between feature points in different images. For example, the SIFT feature descriptor uses Euclidean distance as the judgment standard between descriptors, while the BRIEF (binary robust independent elementary feature) descriptor [5] is a kind of binary descriptor, and hamming distance is used as the judgment standard to describe the correspondence of two feature points.
Recent years, convolution neural network has achieved remarkable results in the image processing. Through training, it can learn the semantic information from local image patches and object targets to the whole image. It has great advantages in image processing, such as object classification, detection, and semantic segmentation. In this paper, the convolution neural network is used as the component of the Siamese network [6] to deal with the different scales of neighborhood regions of image features, send the neighborhood image patches of different scales into the Siamese network branches, and obtain the description vectors with different scales of features. Through the normalized weight coefficient of these vectors, the feature description vectors with different scale information and robustness to the changes of illumination and rotation are obtained, and the matching relation between feature points is obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance of feature vectors.
Feature matching aims to find the correct corresponding points between images, whose focus is to confirm the accuracy of matching and remove mismatch. In this paper, we propose a feature-matching method based on feature spatial consistency. With object detection, images are separated into different object spaces (background is also regarded as an object), then we can track objects between images, and divide feature points into different spaces based on object spaces they belong to. For feature points, the matching space consistency is obtained by the object tracking results. Meanwhile, the feature points in one object space are connected as undigraph, which contains the spatial constraint in object spaces. We define the matching space consistency and the spatial constraint of object undigraph as the feature spatial consistency when matching feature points. An overview of our method is shown in Figure 1 . is used as the component of the Siamese network [6] to deal with the different scales of neighborhood regions of image features, send the neighborhood image patches of different scales into the Siamese network branches, and obtain the description vectors with different scales of features. Through the normalized weight coefficient of these vectors, the feature description vectors with different scale information and robustness to the changes of illumination and rotation are obtained, and the matching relation between feature points is obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance of feature vectors. Feature matching aims to find the correct corresponding points between images, whose focus is to confirm the accuracy of matching and remove mismatch. In this paper, we propose a feature-matching method based on feature spatial consistency. With object detection, images are separated into different object spaces (background is also regarded as an object), then we can track objects between images, and divide feature points into different spaces based on object spaces they belong to. For feature points, the matching space consistency is obtained by the object tracking results. Meanwhile, the feature points in one object space are connected as undigraph, which contains the spatial constraint in object spaces. We define the matching space consistency and the spatial constraint of object undigraph as the feature spatial consistency when matching feature points. An overview of our method is shown in Figure 1 . The pipeline of our method. For images to be processed, object detection method is first used to obtain the object information of images for the computing of feature spatial consistency, and the feature description is obtained by the Siamese network.
Related Work

Image Feature Extraction and Description Methods
In computer vision, local features of images have achieved considerable success in many aspects, such as stereo vision, SFM (structure from motion), attitude estimation, classification, detection, medical imaging, etc. In the long-term study, researchers in the field of computer vision have designed many stable local image features, such as SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform) [1] , Harris angle point [7] , FAST (features from accelerated segment test) angle point [4] , ORB (oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF) feature point [3], etc., all of which have the same properties, such as repeatability, distinguishability, efficiently, and locality. A vector describing information about the pixels around the key handcrafted points is a traditional feature point descriptor.
These traditional methods of feature point extraction and description are handcrafted, which only contains the local pixel gradient information around the feature point, lacks the image semantic information, and is vulnerable to the changes of illumination and rotation. That is, for images with repetitive structures and similar textures, the feature descriptors are highly similar and cannot be highly distinguished. Recent years, with the success of deep learning, some new feature extraction and description methods are emerged. For example, TILDE (Temporally Invariant Learned DEtector) [8] used the generalized hinging hyperplanes function as the object function to extract the feature points of a series of images of the same position, but this method only processes images of the same scene, and lacks universality. Karel Lenc [9] formulates feature detection as a Figure 1 . The pipeline of our method. For images to be processed, object detection method is first used to obtain the object information of images for the computing of feature spatial consistency, and the feature description is obtained by the Siamese network.
Related Work
Image Feature Extraction and Description Methods
These traditional methods of feature point extraction and description are handcrafted, which only contains the local pixel gradient information around the feature point, lacks the image semantic information, and is vulnerable to the changes of illumination and rotation. That is, for images with repetitive structures and similar textures, the feature descriptors are highly similar and cannot be highly distinguished. Recent years, with the success of deep learning, some new feature extraction and description methods are emerged. For example, TILDE (Temporally Invariant Learned DEtector) [8] used the generalized hinging hyperplanes function as the object function to extract the feature points of a series of images of the same position, but this method only processes images of the same scene, and lacks universality. Karel Lenc [9] formulates feature detection as a regression problem, which tries to use powerful regressors, such as deep networks, to automatically learn which visual structures provide stable anchors for local feature detection, however, extracting features using regressors will lead to an inevitable increase in computing and time costs.
In the aspect of feature description, traditional methods describe features with vectors constructed by the gradient information of surrounding pixels, such as SIFT and BRIEF, which have difficulty distinguishing feature points with similar textures. Therefore, learning a function to discriminatively describe image patches around feature points as the description of feature becomes one popular idea at present, where the input is the context window of feature points, and the output vector is regarded as the description of feature points. Here, the function can be composed of several modules, such as order algorithm pool [10] , boosting method [11] , or CNN (convolution neural network) [12, 13] . In these methods, fixed-size image patches (64 × 64) around feature points are clipped as objects to be handled, and obtain the semantic vectors of patches as description of feature points in the center of the patches with the functions learned. These methods, especially the method proposed in [12] , have shown more excellent performance than traditional methods. However, using only a fixed size of image patches is not comprehensive, and may lose other useful information, in addition, the size of patches which is the most suitable is still not an established standard.
Feature-Matching Methods
In the aspect of matching accuracy judgment, methods based on probability inference [14, 15] and methods based on graph [16] [17] [18] [19] are two important kinds of methods at present. The former methods use a function to represent the mapping relationship between the matching feature points, and optimize function parameters by matching points in the dataset, and matching points which are not suited to the function are removed, while the latter methods connect the feature points as a graph. By using the connectivity of the graph, the matching of adjacent feature points is taken as the constraint condition to remove mismatch. All these two kinds of methods consider the matching of adjacent feature points, and can partly improve the accuracy of feature matching. However, these methods only use the feature description in feature matching-the global and local information of images is discarded, which are easily affected by other mismatches, and lead to lower accuracy.
Object Detection Methods
Object detection is a classical task in computer vision. In the past few decades, people have conducted a significant amount of research and produced a lot of methods. Before 2012, the idea of classification tasks in object detection was to train the shallow classifier to complete classification tasks by using the handcrafted features. Most non-textured object instance detection is based on template matching. The early template matching method [20, 21] used the Chamfer distance to measure the difference between the template and the input image contour. Ref. [22] was based on the AdaBoost algorithm framework, by using the Haar-like wavelet portraiture classification, and the sliding window search strategy was adopted to achieve accurate and effective positioning. Ref. [23] proposed using the partial gradient direction histogram (HOG) of the image as a feature and use the SVM (support vector machine) as a classifier for pedestrian detection. Ref. [24] proposed the multi-scale deformation component model (DPM), one of the most influential methods of object category detection, which inherited the advantages of using HOG feature and SVM classifier. The DPM object detector consists of a root filter and some component filters, and uses the sliding window strategy to search the target in different scale and aspect ratio images. The advantages of these traditional target detection methods are that they do not require a large amount of labeling data, but the disadvantages are that they have lower precision/recall ratios and accuracy.
In 2012, Ref. [25] proposed the image classification algorithm of deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) based on deep learning theory, which greatly improved the accuracy of image classification. Since then, the deep convolutional neural network has developed rapidly in the field of object detection. At present, object detection methods based on deep learning mainly fall into two directions: (1) The method based on region proposal (two stages) mainly includes R-CNN (region-based convolutional neural networks) [26] , Fast R-CNN [27] , Faster R-CNN [28] , R-FCN (region-based fully convolutional network) [29] , etc., which first produces region proposals by RPN (region proposal networks), and then classifies them. (2) Regressive methods (single-stage), such as SSD (single shot multi-box detector) [30] , YOLO (you only look once) [31] , DSSD (deconvolutional single shot detector) [32] , etc., use the idea of regression. Given the input image, the object bounding box and object category of this box are directly predicted in multiple positions of the image.
Feature Description Method Based on Semantic Fusion
Object Detection on Images
Before feature extraction and description, object detection is firstly used as preprocessing on images being processed, in order to obtain the object information. In this paper, we choose the pre-trained SSD (single shot multi-box detector) object detection algorithm.
SSD algorithm is one of the major object detection frameworks at present, which is proposed by Wei Liu on ECCV 2016. It has an obvious speed advantage over Faster R-CNN [28] and mAP advantage over YOLO [31] . SSD inherited the idea of transforming detection into regression from YOLO, and completed object location and classification at one time. Meanwhile, based on anchor in faster RCNN, it proposed a detection method based on a similar prior box, and added a detection method based on pyramidal feature hierarchy, that is, predicting the object on feature maps of different sensory fields. The schematic is shown in Figure 2 . (region-based convolutional neural networks) [26] , Fast R-CNN [27] , Faster R-CNN [28] , R-FCN (region-based fully convolutional network) [29] , etc., which first produces region proposals by RPN (region proposal networks), and then classifies them. (2) Regressive methods (single-stage), such as SSD (single shot multi-box detector) [30] , YOLO (you only look once) [31] , DSSD (deconvolutional single shot detector) [32] , etc., use the idea of regression. Given the input image, the object bounding box and object category of this box are directly predicted in multiple positions of the image.
Feature Description Method Based on Semantic Fusion
Object Detection on Images
SSD algorithm is one of the major object detection frameworks at present, which is proposed by Wei Liu on ECCV 2016. It has an obvious speed advantage over Faster R-CNN [28] and mAP advantage over YOLO [31] . SSD inherited the idea of transforming detection into regression from YOLO, and completed object location and classification at one time. Meanwhile, based on anchor in faster RCNN, it proposed a detection method based on a similar prior box, and added a detection method based on pyramidal feature hierarchy, that is, predicting the object on feature maps of different sensory fields. The schematic is shown in Figure 2 . 
ORB Feature Extraction
Feature points are extracted after object detection so that the object labels of all feature points can be obtained. Here, we choose ORB [3], which is defined by the luminance of their neighbor pixels as our candidate feature, as shown in Figure 3 . In contrast to SIFT [1] , SURF [2] , and other feature extraction methods, ORB feature is more real-time, and takes into account certain accuracy and robustness.
ORB feature is based on FAST feature points [4] , and contains additional orientation and scale information. ORB feature has on scale invariability, by building scale pyramid and detecting angular points on each layer, while the orientation of ORB feature is calculated by gray centroid method, that is, connecting the geometric center O and mass center C of image patch as vector OC  
The moment of image patch is 
ORB feature is based on FAST feature points [4] , and contains additional orientation and scale information. ORB feature has on scale invariability, by building scale pyramid and detecting angular points on each layer, while the orientation of ORB feature is calculated by gray centroid method, that is, connecting the geometric center O and mass center C of image patch as vector → OC, the orientation of feature points is calculated by image moment θ= arctan(m 01 /m 10 ).
(
The moment of image patch is m pq = ∑ 
Semantic Fusion Description of Feature Point Based on Siamese Network
Inspired by the feature description methods of [12, 13] , in this paper, we propose a semantic fusion description method of feature aims to take full advantage of local semantic information around feature points. Thus, semantic information of different sizes of image patches around the feature points will be fused into the feature point descriptions to enhance the robustness of feature descriptions.
Specifically, after feature extraction, image patches of size 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64 around feature points are clipped, and resized to 64 × 64 as the inputs of a trained convolutional neural network, in order to generate the semantic descriptions of these patches. Then, we assign different weights to every semantic description, and add them together as our semantic fusion description of the feature. The weights assigned these descriptions are finally optimized by the PSO (particle swarm optimization) algorithm.
In this paper, we choose the Siamese network used in [12] to generate the patch semantic descriptions, which composed of two convolutional neural networks (CNN) branches with shared weights. When training the Siamese network, pairs of image patches in different images are sent into two CNN branches, respectively, and obtain the output descriptions, by maximizing (minimizing) the L2 distances of the descriptions of (non-)corresponding image patches around feature points, the parameters of the net can finally learn how to discriminatively describe image patches. After training, the semantic descriptions of image patches can be obtained by sending into the CNN branch. The architecture of the Siamese network is shown in Figure 4 . Based on the above calculation results, and the object labels of feature points obtained in Section 3.1, we can finally obtain the semantic fusion descriptions of feature, which contains both the local and object semantic information. Our description is written as 
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• means the generating of semantic descriptions of patches by the CNN branch of the Siamese network, cmeans the object label of the feature point which is obtained in Section 3.1. The schematic of our method is showed in Figure 5 .
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The semantic fusion descriptions of feature points based on our method.
Weights Optimization Based on PSO
The values of 1 2 3 4 , , , a a a a are optimized by PSO algorithm. We use the Oxford affine covariant features dataset [33] as our training data, which contains a series of sequence images and has been given the homographic matrix H between of any two images in each sequence. Then, suppose there are two images i I and j I to be processed, the objective function to be optimized • For all these particles, pbest means their historical optimal values, which are initialized by the initial values of particles, gbest means the global optimal value of the particle swarm.
• The objection function is written as ( ) 
The values of a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 are optimized by PSO algorithm. We use the Oxford affine covariant features dataset [33] as our training data, which contains a series of sequence images and has been given the homographic matrix H between of any two images in each sequence. Then, suppose there are two images I i and I j to be processed, the objective function to be optimized is
where D i,j means the distance between two matching feature points in I i and I j , and is defined as
R i n×n , R j n×n means a pair of matching feature points in I i and I j . The optimization algorithm steps are written as follows:
which is satisfied with a k
For all these particles, pbest means their historical optimal values, which are initialized by the initial values of particles, gbest means the global optimal value of the particle swarm.
•
The objection function is written as
). • Define the iteration as 1000 and, for every iteration, the speed and locations of particles will be updated as
where v m and x m means the speed and location of a particle in the m-th iteration, v m+1 and x m+1 means the updated speed and location in the next iteration, rand() means the random number between 0 and 1.
Feature-Matching Algorithm Based on Feature Spatial Consistency
Feature spatial consistency means the spatial mapping relation of feature between different images. Due to the wide distribution of feature points in images, it is not realistic to seek the spatial consistency of discrete feature points directly. Obviously, it is easy to obtain object spatial consistency as objects contain more semantic and spatial information than feature points, and the feature spatial consistency could be obtained between the consistent object spaces. Following this idea, we obtain feature spatial consistency through two steps, firstly, obtain the spatial consistency of objects, which shrinks the rough spatial consistency from image level to object level; secondly, obtain the distance and orientation constraints of other points in the corresponding object spaces, which shrinks the feature spatial consistency from of object level to level of local image patch, which is inside object spaces.
Therefore, images to be processed are first divided into different object spaces based on object detection, so feature points are assigned to object spaces which they are included. The object spatial consistency is obtained by object tracking using L-K (Lucas-Kanade) optical flow [34] , then, for feature points in every object space, feature spatial consistency is finally obtained by combining the object spatial consistency and the orientation and distance constraints within the object space together.
Object Spatial Consistency Based on SSD
For images I i and I j to be processed, as object detection is done on them in Section 3.1, they are then separated into different object spaces (background is also regarded as a kind of object). The object detection results can be formulized as ROIs m = CNN(I m ), m = i, j, where I m means I i and I j , ROIs m means the results of object detection on I i and I j , i.e., the spatial positions of objects in I i and I j .
Then the object spatial consistency can be obtained by tracking objects between images I i and I j based on object detection results. Specifically, by using the L-K optical flow [34] , we can get the approximate transform matrix H between I i and I j , which can be used to calculate the reprojection of points from I i to I j . For instance, suppose there is an object on I i , and we got the vertexes of space bounding box of obj i by object detection, clockwise defined as (
where n = A, B, C, D, and the left side of the equation means the reprojection coordinates of the vertexes in I j . According to Formula (5), we can calculate the area of obj j bounding box S obj i and its reprojection box area S obj i in I j with the following two formulas:
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The coordinates of the mass center (x mass , y mass ) in the reprojection box can be obtained by
Suppose there are n objects (obj n j , n = 1, 2, . . .) detected on I j , which belong to the same object kind as obj i , and the areas of their bounding boxes are calculated by Formula (6), then the IoU ratios between the areas of these boxes and S obj i is
Thus, there will be n pairs of corresponding objects. In all of the objects pairs, the object which owns the max IoU ratio and the min distance of mass centers with the reprojection box is regarded as the correct corresponding object of obj i in I j . Therefore, for every object in I i , we can track it in I j based on the above formulas, and constitute the set of corresponding objects In this way, we could obtain the object spatial consistency of all objects between I i and I j , as Figure 6 shows. 
Distance and Orientation Constraints within Object Spaces
Based on the object spatial consistency obtained above, the distance and orientation constraints of feature points within each object space are defined as follows.
According to the set, object C , constituted by corresponding objects between i I and j I , we can connect points in the corresponding object spaces as undigraph using Delaunay triangulation as shown in Figure 7 . Obtain feature spatial consistency. For example, (a) means original image I i , which uses SSD for object detection; (b) means I j , and for the object "tv" detected in I i , its reprojection box is calculated in I j , which is drawn in black. The white box represents the same kind of object "tv" detected in I j , since the two boxes has the max IoU ratio, the two objects are regarded as the same one and constituted a corresponding object pair, that is, there is the object spatial consistency between the two "tv" spaces in I i and I j .
According to the set, C object , constituted by corresponding objects between I i and I j , we can connect points in the corresponding object spaces as undigraph using Delaunay triangulation as shown in Figure 7 .
Based , , , Suppose there is a feature point
n means the set of adjacent points of v i , v j means the matching point of v i in obj 1 j in I j , and
n means the set constituted by the matching points of elements in V i . The distance constraint and orientation constraints which are described as follows.
1.
The distance constraint. On the basis of the correspondence of V i and V j , we can construct a set
, the elements in the set are the relative distances between the points in V i and their corresponding points in V j :
and the relative distance between v i and v j , which is signed as d v i ,v j , should satisfy the constraint
2.
The orientation constraint. Calculate the orientation vectors of V i and V j , signed as and constructed as a set
, the element in the set is written as:
and the orientation vector between v i and v j , which is signed as
The example is shown in Figure 8 .
Thus, the feature spatial consistency is finally constructed by the object consistency and the interactive distance and orientation constraints in object spaces, and only matching points which are coincide the feature spatial consistency will be reserved in the process of feature matching.
. The example is shown in Figure 8 .
Thus, the feature spatial consistency is finally constructed by the object consistency and the interactive distance and orientation constraints in object spaces, and only matching points which are coincide the feature spatial consistency will be reserved in the process of feature matching. 
Feature Matching with Feature Spatial Consistency
Based on the matching method described above with feature spatial consistency, feature points will be matched in two steps. Firstly, we calculate their matching points by L2 distances of their semantic fusion descriptions. For all pairs of matching points, only pairs of matching points whose object labels are the same are reserved.
Then, for the remaining pairs of matching points whose object labels are the same, we construct undigraph in every object space with feature points which are in the same space using Delaunay triangulation. Then, for vertex points in every undigraph, the correctness of the matching between them and their corresponding points are estimated by the distance and orientation constraints of their adjacent points. 
Then, for the remaining pairs of matching points whose object labels are the same, we construct undigraph in every object space with feature points which are in the same space using Delaunay triangulation. Then, for vertex points in every undigraph, the correctness of the matching between them and their corresponding points are estimated by the distance and orientation constraints of their adjacent points.
Thus, with the two steps above, matching points which coincide with the feature spatial consistency will be reserved. On the contrary, matching points which do not coincide with feature spatial consistency will be removed. The test results of our matching method are shown in Section 5.
Experiment Design and Result Analysis
Parameters Optimization of Feature Semantic Description
The parameters of semantic fusion feature description, proposed in Section 3.3, are optimized using PSO algorithm on the affine covariant features dataset [33] , which has several sequences of images with several kinds of conversion, e.g., fuzzy transformation, focus transform, viewpoint changing, illumination, and compression changes. In every sequence, the homography matrix between any two images is given as the ground truth. The example images are shown in Figure 9 .
When training the parameters, we selected several sequences images in the dataset, extract the ORB feature points in every image and obtain their description with our method, and the parameters in the description are assigned randomly between 0 and 1 before training. Then, the feature points are matched between any two images, and we select the correct matching based the ground truth homography matrix. All the L2 distances between matching feature will be added up as the n ∑ i=1 D i,j , which need to be minimized in Formula (3), and then we can obtain the trained parameters.
The correctness curve of total L2 distances of feature in every training epoch is shown in Figure 10 .
The parameters after optimization are tested in two sequences: bikes and bark. We chose the L2 distances between feature vectors ranking from the min to the max as the thresholds to calculate the precision and recall from 0 to 1. We test our method with other feature descriptions, such as ORB + BRIEF, SIFT, and the method in [12] , and draw the PR (Precision-Recall) curve and count the AUC (area under curve) of these curves in Figure 11 and Table 1 . The results in Figure 11 and Table 1 show that our semantic fusion description of feature achieves the higher accuracy in test images.
The parameters of semantic fusion feature description, proposed in Section 3.3, are optimized using PSO algorithm on the affine covariant features dataset [33] , which has several sequences of images with several kinds of conversion, e.g., fuzzy transformation, focus transform, viewpoint changing, illumination, and compression changes. In every sequence, the homography matrix between any two images is given as the ground truth. The example images are shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9 . Examples of the affine covariant features dataset [33] . Images in sequences of (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) contain conversions of fuzzy transformation, focus transform, illumination, compression changes and viewpoint changing respectively.
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The parameters after optimization are tested in two sequences: bikes and bark. We chose the L2 distances between feature vectors ranking from the min to the max as the thresholds to calculate the precision and recall from 0 to 1. We test our method with other feature descriptions, such as ORB + BRIEF, SIFT, and the method in [12] , and draw the PR (Precision-Recall) curve and count the AUC (area under curve) of these curves in Figure 11 and Table 1 . The results in Figure 11 and Table  1 show that our semantic fusion description of feature achieves the higher accuracy in test images. 
Feature Matching and Mismatch Removal
We choose the TUM dataset [35] to test our feature-matching method described in section 4. The TUM indoor dataset contains a continuous sequence of images and provides the standard track and realistic camera pose files, which are useful to our test experiments. 
We choose the TUM dataset [35] to test our feature-matching method described in Section 4. The TUM indoor dataset contains a continuous sequence of images and provides the standard track and realistic camera pose files, which are useful to our test experiments.
We select three feature extraction and description methods which are widely used, and our feature description method to test our feature-matching method. When doing the experiment, we test our feature-matching method on several descriptions, such as ORB+BRIEF, SIFT, description proposed in [12] , and our feature description method, and compare the original matching results and the final results of these feature descriptions. We drew the PR curves before and after using our matching method and, in addition, we count the AUC of these curves, and the results are shown as Figure 12 and Table 2 . The results in Table 2 show that our feature-matching method can also effectively optimize the results of other feature-matching methods, which means our method has a certain degree of universality. This can also be verified by Figures 13 and 14. feature description method to test our feature-matching method. When doing the experiment, we test our feature-matching method on several descriptions, such as ORB+BRIEF, SIFT, description proposed in [12] , and our feature description method, and compare the original matching results and the final results of these feature descriptions. We drew the PR curves before and after using our matching method and, in addition, we count the AUC of these curves, and the results are shown as Figure 12 and Table 2 . The results in Table 2 show that our feature-matching method can also effectively optimize the results of other feature-matching methods, which means our method has a certain degree of universality. This can also be verified by Figures 13 and 14 . All of our experiments are run on a computer with two Titan XP GPUs. The time of computing the feature semantic fusion descriptions of an image is close to 100 ms. For our feature-matching method, in order to obtain the global optimal matching, every feature point needs to participate in calculations n times, thus, the time complexity of our feature method is O(n 2 ). All of our experiments are run on a computer with two Titan XP GPUs. The time of computing the feature semantic fusion descriptions of an image is close to 100 ms. For our feature-matching method, in order to obtain the global optimal matching, every feature point needs to participate in calculations n times, thus, the time complexity of our feature method is O(n 2 ).
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a semantic fusion description of feature points, and a method of feature matching based on feature spatial consistency. We use a Siamese network to obtain the semantic vectors of image patches around feature points, and fused these semantic vectors together as the descriptions of feature points centered in the patches. Then, we match the feature points using feature spatial consistency combined by object spatial consistency and distance orientation constraints within object spaces. The results of experiments demonstrate that our semantic fusion descriptions of features are more accurate and robust, and our feature-matching method can efficiently improve the accuracy of matching results. In the future, we will try to improve our network and reduce the time complexity of our feature-matching method.
